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Abstract. At 07:00h (UTC-6) on 22 June 1932, a Ms =6.9
earthquake shocked the coasts of Colima and Jalisco. Five
minutes later a tsunami arrived at the coast. It almost com-
pletely destroyed the town of Cuyutl´ an, Colima, causing the
deaths of 50 people and leaving about 1200 injured. In this
study, newspaper reports and technical reports are reviewed,
as well as survivors’ testimonials. The physical characteris-
tics (mean sea level at the time, time of arrival, sea retreat,
and inundation distribution) and the tsunami effects (num-
ber of victims, injuries, affected buildings) have been recon-
structed and mapped. The interpretation of historical data
allowed us to determine the intensity of the tsunami and to
reveal the tsunamigenic source. This study emphasizes the
relevance of historical analysis, including survivor’s testi-
monies, in the reconstruction of tsunamis that lack instru-
mental data. The results of this study are relevant to paleo-
tsunami studies and tsunami related hazard planning.
1 Introduction
Natural phenomena have caused devastating damage
throughout human history. Among the most catastrophic
phenomena are tsunamis, e.g. the 26 December 2004 In-
dian Ocean tsunami which lead to the deaths of about
250000 people and damage exceeding 10 billion dollars, and
the recent 11 March 2011 Tohoku, Japan tsunami and earth-
quake which caused over 24000 deaths and missing people
(Mimura et al., 2011). A list of 11939 records of natural
disasters shows that 51 correspond to tsunamis (EM-DAT,
2011). The Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004 however killed
over 226000 people (CRED, 2005). This disaster led to the
progress of new research aimed at better understanding of
theoriginandbehaviouroftsunamis(Kanamori, 2006; Stein,
2006; Satake and Atwater, 2007; Lagos and Cisternas, 2008).
It demonstrated starkly the high cost of ignoring the past and
history of territories that have been affected by tsunamis (La-
gos and Cisternas, 2008). Historical and geological studies
can provide information that may help understand the occur-
rence and recurrence of large earthquakes and tsunamis (Or-
fanogiannaki and Papadopoulos, 2007; Satake and Atwater,
2007; Yanagisawa et al., 2007).
Most tsunamis are caused by earthquakes produced in sub-
duction zones (Stein, 2006; Kanamori, 2006; Satake and At-
water, 2007; Stein and Okal, 2007). All countries located on
the Paciﬁc Ocean are susceptible to tsunamis associated with
seismic activity of the Paciﬁc Ring of Fire (Goff, 2011). The
Paciﬁc Mexican Coast (PMC) has a record of 70 tsunamis in
the period of 1732 to 2011 (HTDB/WLD, 2011). The most
destructive tsunamis were those of 16 November 1925 in Zi-
hutanejo and 22 June 1932 in Cuyutl´ an (S´ anchez and Far-
reras, 1993).
The study of natural phenomena with instrumental data
is a modern practice that started only in the second half of
eighteenth century (e.g. Barriendos et al., 2003; Llasat et
al., 2005). Before this, information was based on qualita-
tive pieces of information (Fliri, 1998). The incorporation of
historical research techniques into the natural hazards studies
has proven to be a useful tool, as there are many types of data
sources that can be included: paintings, photographs, prints,
legends, letters, government reports, etc. (Wang and Zhang,
1988; Pﬁster, 1999; Naulet et al., 2001; Wagner and Suda,
2004). These sources of information can be subjective, but
the subjectivity can be resolved through critical evaluation of
the information (Pﬁster, 1999).
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Numerous authors have proposed that historical analysis
is an invaluable tool for hazard studies (Ambraseys, 1979,
1995; Ambraseys and Adams, 1996; Glade et al., 2001; Cal-
caterra et al., 2003; Barnikel, 2004; L¨ ubken and Mauch,
2011). Historical data has been used and complemented by
other proxy data in the ﬁeld to study ﬂoods (e.g. Barrien-
dos et al., 2003; Benito and Thorndycraft, 2004; Llasat et
al., 2005; Seidel et al., 2009; Balasch et al., 2010), land-
slides (e.g. Sigurdsson et al., 1985), storms and hurricanes
(e.g. Pﬁster, 1999; Kates et al., 2006; Ribera et al., 2011),
earthquakes (e.g. Ambraseys and Finkel, 1990; Glade et al.,
2001; Fr´ echet et al., 2008) and tsunamis (e.g. Gianfreda et
al., 2001; Pelinovsky et al., 2001; Strunz et al., 2011). His-
torical data have also been used in event reconstruction (e.g.
Gianluca, 2005; Guidoboni, 2008; Seidel et al., 2009; Bal-
asch et al., 2010) and modeling (e.g. Pelinovsky et al., 2001;
Walsh et al., 2003).
Given the importance of recognizing the history of
tsunamis in coastal territories and the role of historical data
in the construction of this knowledge, this study focuses
on historical data collection, and on interpreting and map-
ping the physical characteristics and the effects of the great
1932 Mexican tsunami, an event that has no instrumental
records and that caused signiﬁcant damage to the Colima
coast. The aim of this study is to map the physical character-
istics and effects of the 1932 Cuyutl´ an tsunami at the local
scale, and to determine the tsunami intensity using ethno-
graphic, geographic and modeling techniques.
The study provides new data on the spatial distribution
and effects of the 1932 tsunami on the Cuyutl´ an, Mexico
coast. This is the ﬁrst study that assigns an intensity value
to a tsunami in Mexico. The results provide useful infor-
mation for tsunami hazard evaluation and planning, as well
as for palaeotsunami research. The tsunami intensity allows
the estimation of parameters, such as the magnitude of the
inundation and water ﬂow rate as it enters the coast, which
are useful elements in vulnerability assessment and tsunami
risk. Finally, the study demonstrates that the use of historical
written data, the testimony of the population and the use of
mapping techniques (georeferencing of descriptive elements
and GIS modelling) are an important sources of information
and tools in describing natural phenomena and disasters that
lack instrumental data.
1.1 Tsunami history in the study area
The study area is located in the Jalisco–Colima area, along
the Paciﬁc Coast of Mexico. This region is inﬂuenced by
tectonic activity related to the subduction of the Cocos and
Rivera plates under the North American plate along the
Mesoamerican Trench (Singh et al., 1981, 1985; Nixon,
1982; EisslerandMcNally, 1984; Luhretal., 1985; Ram´ ırez-
Herrera et al., 1999, 2011).
Historically, the Cuyutl´ an coast has a record of six
tsunamis: 3, 18, 22 and 29 June 1932; 19 September 1985,
and 9 October 1995 (NGDC, 2011; HTDB/WLD, 2011).
However, based on the interpretation of historical data by
NGDC (2011) and HTDB/WLD (2011), it was inferred that
at least 27 tsunamis reached the Cuyutl´ an coast from 1875 to
2011 (Fig. 1). Historical data indicate that another tsunami
inundated the salinas of San Pantaleon (currently El Real
town) and penetrated about 400m inland on 13 Novem-
ber 1816 (Oseguera, 1967).
On 3 June 1932 the greatest earthquake ever registered in
Mexicooccurredinthisregion(Ms = 8.2), followedbyafter-
shocks on 18 June (Ms = 7.8) and 22 June (Ms = 6.9) (Singh
et al., 1981, 1985; Astiz and Kanamori, 1984). These events
produced tsunamis (Cumming, 1933; Singh et al., 1998;
NGDC, 2011; HTDB/WLD, 2011). The largest tsunami of
these series was the 22 June (Cumming, 1933; S´ anchez and
Farreras, 1993; Okal and Borrero, 2011). However, the an-
swer to the source location and mechanism of the 22 June
tsunami is still unsolved (Singh et al., 1998). Two hypothe-
ses have been proposed to solve this problem: (1) a seismic
source (Singh et al., 1998; NGDC, 2011; Okal and Borrero,
2011), and (2) a submarine landslide (Cumming, 1933).
The 22 June tsunami affected 75km of the coast of Col-
ima, between 19.06◦ N and 104.31◦ W near Manzanillo Bay,
and18.68◦ N,103.74◦ WnearBocadeApiza(NGDC,2011).
This study is focused on the Cuyutl´ an coast, where most
of the damage occurred along a segment about 6km long
(Fig. 2). The coastal morphology is characterized by sandy
beaches and sand dunes parallel to the coastline, rising to
heights between 6 and 15ma.s.l. A strip of coastal plain
extends inland and Laguna de Cuyutl´ an is bordered on the
northeast by fringes of mangrove swamp and saltpans (sali-
nas). Cuyutl´ an is a tourist town and has a tradition of
salt extraction. It has a population of 926 inhabitants and
845 households (INEGI, 2010).
2 Methods
This study applied ethnographical and geographical ap-
proaches (Fig. 3). Ethnographic techniques used included
content analysis and interviews. During the ﬁrst phase, i.e.
data collection, two main sources of information were ob-
tained: written documents and eyewitness testimony. Writ-
ten documents included journal articles, books, technical
reports, catalogues, newspapers and pictures that were re-
viewed using a content analysis technique (Murchison, 2010;
Secor, 2010). The focus was on the identiﬁcation of infor-
mant names, tsunami data and key topics (Table 1). Based
on this information, a list of topics was used as a guide in
the construction of a semi-structured interview format (Den-
scombe, 2003). Also, a list of potential interviewees was
created. Sampling was carried out using the snowball format
in a ﬁeld survey (Walliman, 2006; Murchison, 2010).
The selection of informants was limited to eyewitnesses
and descendants of survivors. Informants included an
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Fig. 1. Coastline affected by historical tsunamis that have reached Cuyutl´ an. Black triangles, location that reported tsunamis (HTDB/WLD,
2011; NGDC, 2011) from 1875–2011; dash lines, probable tsunami affected longitude on each date, but without record on corresponding
locations. Red vertical band, study area, Cuyutl´ an coast.
eyewitness, Pachita Gaspar (92yr), children of eyewitnesses:
Ram´ on Cortez (70yr), Vidal V´ azquez Mojarro (76yr), Mar´ ıa
de Jes´ us Morales (50yr), Ignacio de la Madrid (78yr) and
wife (76yr), Jos´ e Sol´ orzano (52yr), and the chronicler of the
city Miguel Ch´ avez Michel (62yr).
One of the most important references in this study is the
technical report produced by Cumming (1933), who visited
the affected area a few days after the tsunami impact. This
document provides a signiﬁcant number of descriptive ele-
ments not mentioned in other sources, which underlines the
importance of post-tsunami surveys.
Once the written data and the eyewitness testimonies had
been collected, a content analysis was applied in order to in-
terpret the whole disaster scenario. The data was analysed
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Table 1. Data source references and derived interview topics.
Written document type Reference Tsunami data (interview topics)
Journal Paper Ord´ o˜ nez (1933)
Flores (1934)
Farreras and S´ anchez (1991)
S´ anchez and Farreras (1993)
Okal and Borrero (2011)
– Mean sea level
– Arrival time
– Sea retreat
– Run-up
– Inundations
– Number of victims
(number and names)
– Injuries (number and names)
– Affected buildings
– Earthquake
– Earthquake timing
– Retreat timing
– Inundation extension
– Transported material
– Cause of Death
– Earthquake sensation
– Safe places
– Number of inhabitants
– Activities
– Evacuation
– Safe zones
– Epidemics
Book Salazar (1989)
Technical report Cumming (1933)
Catalogue Soloviev and Go (1984)
S´ anchez and Farreras (1993)
National Newspaper El Informador (1932a–f)
El Nacional (1932)
El Universal Gr´ aﬁco (1932)
Exc´ elsior (1932a–e)
Salazar (1985).
International Newspaper El Nuevo Mexicano (1932)
Online Catalogue NGDC (2011)
HTDB/WLD (2011)
Fig. 2. Study area location. (a) Regional setting, (b) Mexico, and
(c) study area. Dash line shows the tsunami area affected by the
June 22, 1932 tsunami (NGDC, 2011).
to generate a complete tsunami description, divided in two
groups: effects and physical properties of the tsunami. The
effects were classiﬁed according to the scheme proposed by
UNESCO-IOC(2006), whichreferstodirectandindirectim-
pacts.
To determine the tsunami intensity level, data was anal-
ysed using the Papadopoulos and Imamura (2001) intensity
scale (Table 2).
A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and a 1932 planimetric
map of the town were developed to map effects and phys-
ical tsunami properties. For the DEM generation a topo-
graphic survey was carried out using a theodolite Keuffel and
Esser model S50. Data was collected through an orthogo-
nal equidistant dot net using the Polar Coordinates Method,
while the Graphical Method (Casanova, 2002) was used to
draw the topographic contour lines. For de DEM genera-
tion the Surface Delaunay Triangulation Method was used
(Liseikin, 2010). The planimetric map was drawn to de-
ﬁne the location of each building in the town of Cuyutl´ an
in 1932. The reconstruction of this pre-tsunami stage was
done by digitising (Gregory and Ell, 2007) polygons over a
panchromatic Worldview 2 (WV2) at 0.6m spatial resolution
(acquisition date April 2011). The identiﬁcation and loca-
tion (mapping) of each building, the tsunami effects and its
physical properties on the base map was done by means of
the Geospatial Visual Correlation Method (GVCM), using a
base map (topo-planimetric map), written data, pictures, eye-
witness descriptions and ﬁeld survey (Kovalerchuk, 2004).
Additionally, a geomorphological interpretation (Goff et al.,
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Fig. 3. Flow methodology chart. *Note: the tsunami effects were classiﬁed according to the scheme proposed by UNESCO-IOC (2006).
Table 2. Characteristics of a VIII intensity tsunami according to Papadopolous and Imamura (2001).
Intensity scale VIII. Heavily damaging
Effects on humans All people escaped to higher ground, a few were washed away.
Effects on objects Most of the small vessels were damaged, much area washed away. Few large vessels
were moved ashore or crashed into each other. Big objects were drifted away. Erosion
and littering in the beach. Extensive ﬂooding. Slight damage in tsunami control forest,
stop drifts. Many aquaculture rafts washed away, few partially damaged.
Damage to buildings Most wooden structures were washed away or demolished. Damage of grade 2 in a few
masonry buildings. Most RC buildings sustain damage, in a few damage of grade 1 and
ﬂooding is observed
Note: recorded data of the 22 June 1932 Cuyutl´ an tsunami is highlighted.
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Fig. 4. Inundation height and Inundation depth interpolation method, where (a) shows the tsunami proﬁle (Levin and Nosov, 2009) adapted
for modelling purpose, and (b) the ﬂow diagram for the inundations modelling.
2007, 2009) of the DEM model and image WV2 were ap-
plied to map the tsunami’s indirect effects.
An empirical and simple approach was applied for a maxi-
mum inundation height and inundation depth modelling. The
main objective was to create a hypothetical continuous dis-
tribution model of the inundation height and depth over the
affected area using the few available recorded data and topo-
graphic survey data. Using water marks left by the tsunami,
observed on photographs and recorded by locals recounts,
we developed a simple model of the inundation distribution,
though a simple equation that reﬂects this inundation distri-
bution pattern. Inundation height distribution was mapped
interpolating the values of the georeferenced tsunami infor-
mation about water level at shoreline, maximum water level
and recorded inundation water marks heights (as points with
height values). In this study inundation height was inter-
preted and represented as the shoreline motion inland, and
represents water levels measured in meters above sea level
(Pedersen, 2008). The schematic tsunami proﬁle in Fig. 4
shows the water height motion applied for modelling pur-
pose. TheSimpleLinearRegressionMethodwasusedtoﬁnd
the best-ﬁt equation (O’Sullivan and Unwin, 2003). A path
distance model (PDM) (Zhan et al., 1993) was used as inde-
pendent variable and a value for water mark heights, taken
from the mapped tsunami physical properties, was used as
dependent variable. The PDM was created considering that
inundation height distribution is a direct function of the dis-
tance travelled by the tsunami water column. The PDM mea-
sures the distance (meters) from the shoreline inland in per-
pendicular to the shoreline (PDM origin), taking into account
the diagonal pixel distance and the accumulative effects of
the topographic stage (DEM), interpreted as a simple friction
factor. The inundation depth map was shaped using a simple
raster arithmetic method, subtracting the values of the maxi-
mum inundation height model from the DEM model (Fig. 4).
3 Results
3.1 Pre-tsunami review of town characteristics
3.1.1 Society and economy
Cuyutl´ an’s main economic activities in the early 30’s con-
sisted of cultivation and extraction of coconut products, salt
extraction, an activity that dates back to the late sixteenth
century, and tourism. Salt extraction, cultivation and coconut
productactivitieswerelocatedinCuyutl´ aninthesameplaces
as they are today, except for the fact that some areas south-
west of the town, near Palo Verde Ranch (Reyes, 2004), have
beenclearedofsuchactivities, asaturtle-nestingreserve(“El
Tortugario”) has been created there.
In the early 30’s the number of tourists visiting Cuyutl´ an
was about 3000 people, most of whom visited during Holy
Week in April (Salazar, 1989). Cuyutl´ an’s Salters’ Coopera-
tive claimed to have employed up to 2000 people at that time,
in harvest periods between March and June (Reyes, 2004).
Agricultural activity occurred throughout the year, and local
farmers were in charge of the crops.
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Fig. 5. Planimetric map of Cuyutl´ an in 1932. (0) Old stone roundabout, (1) Salt warehouse, (2) Little church, (3) private little houses,
(4) Aguayos’s Chalet, (5) Solorzano’s Chalet, (6) Wattles, (7) Train station, (8–9) Hotels nameless, (10) Hotel Ceballos, (11) Hotel Cuyutl´ an,
(12) Hotel Madrid, (13) Hotel Palacios, (14) Hotel Santa Cruz #1, (15) Hotel Santa Cruz #2, (16) Hotel Zapotlan, (17) Orde˜ na Anguiano,
(18) Hostal, (19) Palo Verde Ranch and (20) Housing zone.
3.1.2 Buildings
Small structures of wood and palm leaf (“palapas”) were
spread along the beach. Close to the beach, where the terrain
is gentle, hotels and larger private buildings were located.
These buildings were made of wood and had stronger struc-
tures than the huts and buildings for residential use (Salazar,
1989; Hern´ andez, 2009). Other hotels were located on the
dune slopes; the largest was The Hotel Madrid, which was
located on the top of the dunes, about 10ma.s.l. Most of the
houses were located on the strip of coastal plain, and built of
shingles, palm and mud (Gaspar, 2010; Mojarro, 2010; De la
Madrid, 2010). It is estimated that in total there were 80 to
100 homes with these characteristics (Salazar, 1989) (Fig. 5).
Themaintransportinfrastructurewastherailroadthatcon-
nected Cuyutl´ an with the city of Colima, and with Man-
zanillo Bay. The railroad station, built of wood, was located
in the same place as today, about 500m from the coastline.
Around the train station there were houses, built of wood and
mud that belonged to the Salters’Cooperative workers. Fi-
nally, a small chapel built of wood was located on the coastal
plain near the residential area (Salazar, 1989; Gaspar, 2010).
3.2 Tsunami physical properties
3.2.1 Source and arrival time
Data explaining the source mechanism of the great 1932
tsunami have not yet been deﬁned (Singh et al., 1998). Two
hypotheses have been proposed to explain the origin of the
22 June event: (1) a tsunamigenic earthquake (Singh et al.,
1998; NGDC, 2011; Okal and Borrero, 2011), or (2) an
underwater landslide (Cumming, 1933). Cumming (1933)
points out that the palm trees and infrastructure washed away
by the tsunami at Cuyutl´ an were oriented to the northwest.
This suggests that the tsunami came from the opposite, i.e.
southeast direction. However the earthquake epicentre of
22 June 1932 was located northwest of the town (Cumming,
1933; Cruz and Wyss, 1983). Based on historical data analy-
sis, the photographs and observations by Cumming (1933),
we infer that the tsunami source was located somewhere
southeast of Cuyutl´ an, a location that coincides with a sub-
marine canyon in front of the mouth of the Armer´ ıa River
(Fig. 6). The time lapse between the earthquake and the ar-
rival of the wave was ﬁve minutes (Salazar, 1985; Gaspar,
2010).
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Fig. 6. Probable location of the 22 June 1932 tsunami source and path direction. (a) main earthquake epicentres of June 1932 (Cumming,
1933; Cruz and Wyss, 1983; SSN, 2010), dark grey transparent polygon shows the submarine canyon in front of the mouth of the Armer´ ıa
river, where the probable source of the 22 June 1932 tsunami was located, dark arrows show the probable SE–NW path direction of the
tsunami; (b) main affected zone at Cuyutl´ an; (c and d) pictures of the some trees and buildings demolished and washed away by the tsunami,
shown with white arrows (Cumming, 1933).
3.2.2 Mean sea level and sea retreat
A relative sea level change was reported on 3 June as a re-
sult of the Ms = 8.2 earthquake (Cumming, 1933). The tes-
timony of the mayor of Cuyutl´ an at the time conﬁrms this
apparent change: “The sea level was higher after the earth-
quake... the stone roundabout was not so close to the sea
(before the event), and it was at a distance of approximately
50 meters”. Cumming (1933) also suggests a probable drop
(subsidence) of the coast by one meter. On the other hand,
the calculated tide by a tide gauge at 07:00h (UTC-6) on
22Junewasat−329mmbelowm.s.l.(MAR,2010). Consid-
ering this data, we infer that sea level in Cuyutl´ an at the time
ofthetsunamiwasmostprobablycloseto671mma.m.s.l.on
22 June. Prior to the 22 June tsunami, the sea retreated ap-
proximately 200m from the coastline (Exc´ elsior, 1932a). It
is inferred that the sea retreat occurred in ranges between 150
and 300m from the Cuyutl´ an coastline. Sea retreat was re-
ported as only about 9m (30 feet) to the northwest, in the
Manzanillo Bay (El Informador, 1932a).
3.2.3 Inundation height
The maximum height reached by the water column, 2m, was
recorded at the Hotel Madrid located 10ma.m.s.l. (El Infor-
mador, 1932c; Salazar, 1989; De La Madrid, 2010). It is
estimated that the maximum tsunami inundation height and
the maximum water level, 12m, was reached at this point
(Fig. 7). Another watermark was identiﬁed along the main
avenue on the coastal plain, 450m from the shoreline and at
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Fig. 7. Inundation height distribution model of the 22 June 1932 tsunami; (a) Madrid Hotel; (b) Main Street (El Informador, 1932c); (c) Train
station.
5ma.m.s.l., reaching about 2.5m. Therefore the inundation
height was inferred to be about 7.5m. At the train station, lo-
cated at 3.5ma.m.s.l. and 720m from the shoreline, accord-
ing to the description by Ms. Pachita Gaspar: “... when we
climbed like cats onto the train cars, the height of water in
the railway station was approximately 1.5m high... ”(Gas-
par, 2010), indicating that the tsunami height reached 5m
(Fig. 7).
Identiﬁed water level at shoreline, maximum water level,
and inundation height points were sampled and correlated
with the path distance model for the interpolation modelling
(Table 3). The correlation coefﬁcient resulting from the best-
ﬁt equation (Eqs. 1 and 2) was 0.999, where “y” is the inter-
polated inundation height (in ma.m.s.l.) value and “x” is the
PDM value (in m),
y−1 = a +bx1.5 +cx2. (1)
In addition to Eq. (1),
y =
1
a +bx1.5 +cx2, (2)
in addition to Eqs. (1) and (2),
a = 0.0833 (3)
b = −1.45×10−6 (4)
c = 4.33×10−8. (5)
Substituting the values of “x” with the values of the
path distance model a inundation height tsunami distribution
model was generated (Fig. 7).
3.2.4 Inundation depth
The maximum inundation depth reached during the
22 June tsunami was 12m on the shoreline (water level at
shoreline). At the Hotel Madrid, located on the top of a sand
dune 10ma.m.s.l., inundation depth reached 2m, and 2 to
3m toward the sand dunes, 450m inland on the main street
in Cuyutlan (Farreras and S´ anchez, 1991). While further
inland, 720m at the train station, inundation depth reached
1.5m (Gaspar, 2010). The inundation depths varied across
the study area because of the local relief and the height of
the dunes. Southeast of the town, lower sand dunes grad-
ually lose height close to the Palo Verde salt ﬂats (Reyes,
2004), where the mouth of the estuary is located. These re-
lief characteristics produced variations in the extent of inland
inundation, that at minimum reached 500m from the shore-
line around the train station (Salazar, 1989) to a maximum of
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Table 3. Control points list and corresponding values of digital terrain models.
Id control PDM∗
point Values (m) Control Points
Inundation DEM** Inundation height
depth (m) (ma.m.s.l.) values (ma.m.s.l.)
Shoreline 0.00 12.00 0.00 12.00***
Hotel Madrid 1394.88 2 10 12.00****
Main Street 1559.93 2.50 5 7.5
Train Station 3000.00 1.50 3.5 5
* Path Distance Model; ** Digital Elevation Model; ***Water level at shoreline; **** Maximum water level
about 3000m (El Nuevo Mexicano, 1932) from the shoreline
in the east and southeast of the town (Fig. 8).
Cuyutl´ an was inundated in two minutes up to a distance
of about 450m from the shoreline. Southeast of Cuyutl´ an,
2.5km from the shoreline, close to a section of the rail-
road, the area was inundated in 3min (El Nacional, 1932;
Exc´ elsior, 1932d). Consideringthesetwoparameters, itises-
timated that the mean water ﬂow velocity was 5 to 5.5ms−1,
which is consistent with average velocities observed by other
tsunamis (e.g. Camﬁeld, 1994; Nott, 1997; Titov and Syno-
lakis, 1997; EERI, 2011)
The area drained in about three hours. Drainage went in
two directions, one heading southeast through the beach, and
the other to the sea through the estuary, southeast from Boca
de Apiza (Farreras and S´ anchez, 1991). This drainage most
probably went through the Armer´ ıa River, located 11km
southeast of Cuyutl´ an, because the estuary and Cuyutl´ an la-
goon are connected by the Armer´ ıa River.
An inundation depth model was generated from the inun-
dation height values minus the heights values on the DEM
(Fig. 8).
3.2.5 Materials transported by the tsunami
Different materials were transported by the tsunami, includ-
ing sands, remains of buildings, trees and coconut palms
(Salazar, 1985, 1989; Gaspar, 2010). Fish were swept from
the ocean and deposited around the town as far as the railroad
tracks, as De la Madrid indicated: “...my dad came from the
well ... coming down the railroad and there were plenty of
ﬁsh...” (De la Madrid, 2010). The tsunami transported do-
mestic animals and larger livestock to a lesser extent. Among
other things, a truck was dragged inland (Salazar, 1985).
3.2.6 Others
Many eyewitness and written documents indicate that people
heard thunder, a sound that was followed by the retreat of the
sea and the arrival of the water at the coast (Salazar, 1985;
Ch´ avez, 2010; De La Madrid, 2010; Gaspar, 2010; Mojarro,
2010).
Data also refers to the effects of previous earthquakes in
June 1932, mainly damage produced by the 3 and 18 June
events. Cumming (1933) states that buildings were not dam-
aged by the earthquake of 22nd. Eyewitness and written doc-
uments also indicate that motion produced by the 22 June
earthquake was not felt or perceived by residents (Salazar,
1985; De la Madrid, 2010; Gaspar, 2010; Mojarro, 2010).
3.2.7 Direct effects
The death toll was 50 people (El Informador, 1932c). The
vast majority of deaths occurred among children (Salazar,
1985). Initially it was believed that there were more vic-
tims, but as Vidal Mojarro V´ azquez said: “...there were peo-
ple who we thought had been drowned, but they went far
away... Those persons appeared later ... ” (Mojarro, 2010).
The number of injured was 67, the main causes for this were
the impact of construction debris dragged by the wall of
water (El Informador, 1932a). The number of people liv-
ing in Cuyutl´ an who were affected by the tsunami was 1181
(Exc´ elsior, 1932c; INEGI, 2010).
Tourist infrastructure located between the beach and sand
dunes was the most damaged. Of the seven hotels in town,
six were destroyed: Hotel Ceballos, Santa Cruz # 1, Santa
Cruz # 2, Hotel Palacio, Hotel Zapotlan and El Gran Hotel
(Fig. 9). Four of the largest chalets built of timber were de-
stroyed: Chavez’s House, Aguayo’s Chalet, and Sol´ orzano
Chalet (Exc´ elsior, 1932d; Salazar, 1989).
In general, all baths made of palm wood (locally named
“enramada”) near the beach were destroyed. Furthermore,
all the smaller buildings, made mostly of shingle, mud, and
palm with palm leaf roofs, were completely destroyed (El
Universal Gr´ aﬁco, 1932; Exc´ elsior, 1932c, d; Salazar, 1989).
In total, approximately 80 homes were destroyed (Fig. 9)
The paved streets of Cuyutl´ an were completely stripped
and rocks were transported as far as the railway. Railroad
tracks were partially buried by sand deposits and vegetation.
A one-kilometer stretch of railroad track was blocked by
debris, trees, ﬁsh and trash (El Informador, 1932b; El Uni-
versal Gr´ aﬁco, 1932; Exc´ elsior, 1932d, e).
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Fig. 8. Inundation depth model of the 22 June 1932 tsunami. (a) Map of the estimated inundation depth model, (b) the 22 June 1932 tsunami
extension along the Paciﬁc Coast (NGDC, 2011). (c) Topographic and inundation proﬁle (A–A0) across of the Cuyutl´ an town. White arrows
represent an indicative probable drainage ﬂow direction.
It was not possible to calculate the amount and type of ma-
terial goods that were lost. However, data collected indicate
that the main economic activities at the time were tourism
and salt industry. The tourism infrastructure was very badly
damaged; with the exception of the Madrid, all the hotels
were completely destroyed or so seriously damaged that they
could not be restored. The salt industry was also affected be-
cause 2000tons of salt that were stored in the salt warehouse
were lost and only 300tons were recovered (El Informador,
1932d, e; De La Madrid, 2010; Mojarro, 2010).
3.2.8 Indirect effects
Oneindirecteffectproducedbythetsunamiwasthepollution
of the Palo Verde Ranch Salinas (saltﬂats). One interviewee
noted that the salinas were buried by sand after the tsunami,
leaving them useless for salt extraction (Mojarro, 2010). At
Palo Verde, as described by Reyes (2004): “In the past the
estuary was connected with the ocean in its southeastern cor-
ner, through the Palo Verde marsh; that connection was lost
in 1932 when the tsunami ﬁlled and covered the estuary with
sand” (Fig. 10).
Tsunami erosion was most evident in the sand dunes (El
Informador, 1932f; Salazar, 1985; Ch´ avez, 2010; Mojarro,
2010). Comparison of eyewitness descriptions with current
geomorphological features shows that sand dune segments
were eroded. The sand and material brought by the tsunami
overwash was deposited in lower areas inland, corresponding
to the coastal plains and the outer edge of the estuary and
salt marsh areas (El Informador, 1932a; Exc´ elsior, 1932b;
Salazar, 1985, 1989; Ch´ avez, 2010; De la Madrid, 2010). In
the tsunami backwash, remains of buildings, trees and trash
were deposited widely over the sandy beach (Fig. 10).
3.3 Tsunami intensity
To determine the 22 June tsunami intensity the Papadopoulos
and Imamura (2001) scale was used. This scale is a qualita-
tive assessment of the tsunami effects on the people, objects,
and buildings. Applying the characteristics of each intensity
level in the Papadopoulos and Imamura scale it was found
that the great 1932 tsunami had an intensity level of VIII.
Table 2 shows the list of characteristics of a VIII tsunami
intensity level.
4 Discussion and conclusions
The reconstruction of the 22 June tsunami through a histori-
calanalysisallowedustodeterminethaton22June1932, sea
level was higher than normal due to coastal subsidence pro-
duced by the Ms = 8.2, 3 June event; a sea retreat occurred
before the tsunami arrival at the Cuyutl´ an coast. Inunda-
tion heights were estimated to be up to 12m, and tsunami
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Fig. 9. Direct effects and building damage level map. (a) Cuyutl´ an, Colima map. Squares show the most affected zones, (b) most affected
zone at Cuyutl´ an and damage level on each building. (1) Aguayo’s Chalet, (2) view to destroyed houses, (3) Hotel Santa Cruz #1 (El
Informador 1932c), and (4) Hotel Ceballos. (c) The settlements of Anguino’s Ranch and Palo Verde Ranch completely destroyed, railroad
section with medium damage level and medium damaged Salinas of Palo Verde.
inundation extension varied according to the local topogra-
phy. The water level was estimated from photographs with
an error of ±10cm. Modelling was based on four well iden-
tiﬁed control points (Table 3), and the selection of the best
ﬁt equation allowed to built a continuous map of the distri-
bution of inundation levels. The tsunami inundated the study
area 450–2000m inland within 2–3min and water drained
out in about 3h. We realize the simplicity of the proposed
inundation distribution model that shows a distribution pat-
tern based only on the available data. This model does not in-
clude the topographic conditions present before the tsunami
event nor does it include morphologic changes on the coast
after the event, merely because no detailed topographic data
exists previous to the event. The proposed model does not
pretend to substitute a complex hydrodynamic model, but
to offer a simple model that allows to infer the inunda-
tion distribution on places and situations that lack the nec-
essary data to run more complex models. The reconstruc-
tion of the tsunami physical characteristics made it possible
to elucidate the source mechanism that generated it. Most
probably an earthquake-triggered submarine landslide is the
source mechanism, based on the fact that probably the 3 and
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Fig. 10. Indirect tsunami effects map.
18 June earthquakes destabilized the sediments on the sub-
marine canyon walls (Fig. 6), and the 22 June earthquake
probably triggered their collapse. Besides, considering the
tsunami direction indicated by Cumming (1933), it makes
more sense that the tsunami source was at the submarine
canyon. However, this statement requires further work to
corroborate it. The 22 June tsunami characteristics ﬁt a VIII
tsunami intensity level (Papadopoulos and Imamura, 2001).
We were able to determine the economic loss and damage in
the local infrastructure, the number of deaths and injuries and
changes on the landscape produced by the tsunami. Mod-
elling of the inundation heights and inundation depth are two
of the main elements in tsunami hazard assessment.
The gradual anthropogenic land use change produced af-
ter 1932 (e.g. coconut cultivation, new infrastructure and
buildings) posed a difﬁculty in the geomorphologic inter-
pretation of tsunami effects (Goff et al., 2008). Neverthe-
less, the interpretation and identiﬁcation of some morpho-
logic features produced by the 1932 tsunami was possible.
Tsunami-scour fan associated with the overwash ﬂow were
identiﬁed close to the current main street (Goff et al., 2007,
2008, 2009). Broken dunes features formed by tsunami ero-
sion were found in several segments of the beach ridges that
run parallel to the beach front (Fig. 10). Likewise, proba-
ble remnant pedestals were located in the estuary at a dis-
tance of 400 to 850m from the shoreline, behind the Palo
Verde Ranch (Fig. 10). Other morphological features associ-
ated with the tsunami, such as hummoky topography, usually
located landward on the overwash deposition zone (Goff et
al., 2007), were not identiﬁed because of the post-1932 land
changes. In a broad sense, the 1932 Cuyutl´ an tsunami ﬁts
with the description of a large event, with 10m and greater
inundation height (Goff et al., 2007).
Although the historical approach has proven its potential
in the reconstruction of different kind of natural phenomena
(e.g. Gianfreda et al., 2001; Glade et al., 2001; Pelinovsky et
al., 2001; Kates et al., 2006; Ribera et al., 2011), the ethno-
graphic approach is not enough when no written documents
are available and when most eyewitness have died; if this is
the case, then other techniques have to be applied. Clearly,
the limitations on historical tsunami reconstruction relate to
the availability of reports and eyewitness survival.
The importance of rescuing eyewitness testimonies and
oral tradition, often forgotten, combined with document re-
view and the use of GIS has proven to be a useful tool in
interpreting the physical characteristics and behaviour of the
great 1932 tsunami. This information is needed in hazard
planning programmes, land use regulations, building codes,
evacuation programmes and preparedness strategies.
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